
A simple 6 pixel wide RGB rainbow created in Photoshop (0-header, 3 channel, 
interleaved) for instance - can be transcoded into anything, depending the softwares 
that process it. 

HTML: 
&#255;&#0;&#0;&#255;
&#0;&#255;&#0;&#0;
&#255;&#0;&#255;&#255;
&#0;&#255;&#0;&#255;
&#255;&#0;

Hexcode:
FF0000  
FF00FF
0000FF
00FFFF
00FF00    
FFFF00

 Import the same RAW data into Audacity and the music software will interpret it (backwards).

Data (in the form of for instance photons) can take many forms besides an image: 
Through transcoding this data can for instance become sound (radio) or encoded in other coding from binary to (Hex and beyond) 

Rheology of Data



The electromagnetic frequency chart shows how we call  different frequencies of light depending on the length of the waves 
with which the photon (the light) oscillates. 
Their name depends on the frequency of the photon: 
From Gamma wave to visible light to radio waves. 

Generally, Electro Magnetic Radiation is classified by wavelength. 
From short to long: 

Gamma Rays, X-Rays, Ultraviolet, visible light, Infrared, Microwaves and Radiowaves.

length of the electromagnetic wave 
in a scale so you can comprehend it as a human. 

Seeing happens like this: Electro Magnetic Radiation in the visible 
light region consists of photons, capable of causing electronic 
excitation within molecules, which leads to changes in the bonding 
or chemistry of the molecule. 
The lens filters UV light out, while infrared light 
has too little energy, which means it cant activate the 
photoreceptors in the eye. 



Holy Pager: Brannon Dorsey (2016)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjt9_oQC9jM&ab_channel=Mozilla


Holy Pager: Brannon Dorsey (2016)

https://brannondorsey.com/project/holy-pager


Holy Pager: Brannon Dorsey (2016)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KjYzzQ-iUU&t=76s&ab_channel=BrannonDorsey


Conspiracies and post truth

https://www.pbs.org/wnet/amanpour-and-company/video/danah-boyd-on-the-spread-of-conspiracies-and-hate-online/
https://www.pbs.org/wnet/amanpour-and-company/video/danah-boyd-on-the-spread-of-conspiracies-and-hate-online/






What not to do with data?



Today we speak about data

https://zephoria.medium.com/statistical-imaginaries-an-ode-to-responsible-data-science-ac6ffcd8f246
https://zephoria.medium.com/statistical-imaginaries-an-ode-to-responsible-data-science-ac6ffcd8f246


The Latin root of data comes from a notion of “the givens.” The state is producing statistics that 
are then given to the public as data. And those givens are then treated as facts.


All data are made, not found. The notion that data can be the product of an apolitical act of 
counting feels warm and fuzzy. But it is an illusion. And that illusion obfuscates how data 
categories are politically contested, how choices in collection and processing require human 
decisions. But the biggest problem with this illusion is that it encourages those involved in data 
work to ignore the limitations of data in order to appease an ideal of objective facts. Data cannot 
be treated as givens. Their imperfections and context must be lovingly engaged with.




Our governments produce precision ‘census’ because precision signals authority. 

Because precision is a norm and expectation. Because there is pressure to be precise.

In other words, census data are explicitly and Constitutionally democracy’s data infrastructure. 


But even when political representation is not directly tethered to census data, such data are highly political and deeply contested. 
This is what drove the United Nations to create a statistical commission in 1947 to formalize international standards in official 
statistics, to help promote the professionalization of national statistics in order to help statistical agencies resist political 
interference. The goal is the best count, not the ideal data. 

This distinction can quickly become extraordinarily messy.




The goal is the best count, not the ideal data. This distinction, can quickly become extraordinarily messy.

Censuses are never perfect. Censuses miss people. They miss people because they are elsewhere or 
because not everyone wants to be counted. 

They miss people because not all people are deemed legitimate enough to be counted by the state. In 
other words, they miss people for operational reasons, for social reasons, and for political reasons.



How is a data representation of some phenomenon or process different from other kinds of cultural representation humans used until 
now, be they representational paintings, literary narratives, historical accounts, or hand-drawn maps? First, a data representation is 
modular, i.e., it consists of separate elements: objects and their features. Secondly, the features are encoded in such a way that we 
calculate on them. This means that the features can take a number of forms—integers, floating-point numbers, categories 
represented as integers or text labels, spatial coordinates, etc.—but not just any form. And only one format can be used for each 
feature.


In other words, today “data” is not just any arbitrary collection of items existing in some medium such as paper. In a computational 
environment, “data” is something a computer can read, transform, and analyze. This imposes fundamental constraints on how we 
represent anything.


What is chosen as objects, what features are added, and how these features are encoded—these three decisions are equally 
important for representing phenomena as data and, consequently, making them computable, manageable, knowable, and shareable 
through data science techniques.

Ruben Pater: The Politics of Design.

https://www.are.na/block/5681009


An Atlas is an algorithmic abstractions to get to somewhere: these are places where abstractions are made. 


Ursula Franklin: “Maps represent purposeful endeavors: they are meant to be useful, to assist the traveler and bridge the 
gap between the known and the as yet unknown; they are testaments of collective knowledge and insight.”3 Maps, at their 
best, offer us a compendium of open pathways— shared ways of knowing—that can be mixed and combined to make new 
interconnections. But there are also maps of domination, those national maps where territory is carved along the fault lines 
of power: from the direct interventions of drawing borders across contested spaces to revealing the colonial paths of 
empires.



There is also an art to presenting uncertainty knowing that the person receiving the data might either ignore the uncertainty or spin the 
uncertainty to undermine the data.


The most blatant abuse of scientific process unfolded in the fields of climate science and public health, as the oil industry and tobacco industry 
worked to seed doubt about scientific consensus on climate change and cancer. 


The politicization of climate data and cancer data 20 years ago should’ve been a warning. The politicization of data is now all around us. It 
threatens the legitimacy of democracy’s data infrastructure. it threatens the ability to understand public health crises. It threatens the ability for 
individuals, businesses, and governments to make informed decisions.


The answer to responsible data use is not to repair an illusion. It’s to constructively envision and project a new statistical imaginary with 
eyes wide open. And this means that all who care about the future of data need to help ground our statistical imaginary in practice, in 
tools, and in knowledge. Responsible data science isn’t just about what you do, it’s about what you ensure all who work with data do.





Propublica: Machine Bias
There’s COMPAS software used across the USA to predict future criminals,  
that is biased against black people  
Q: How does identity persist - through the histories of algorithms, algorithms that are in 
fact blind? 
https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing  
Compass : to determine how likely someone is to create another crime

https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing
https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing


https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing


NL 9+ The danger of predictive algorithms in criminal justice | Hany Farid

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-82YeUPQh0&ab_channel=TEDxTalks


Can we judge with Racial bias  
when we do not know the race of the person we 

judge?



“Compas could not see race, so it must be deleting racism”. 

However, racism does not always stem from visual markers of race  

“On the internet no one can see you are a dog”. Racism can exist through 
correlation through homophily.



“Wendy Chun: We need to “unlearn” - Ariella Azoulay “Unlearn our relation to the past!  

https://www.artandeducation.net/classroom/video/310820/ariella-asha-azoulay-potential-history-unlearning-imperialism%5D


Categories can be proxies for racism  

https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/suppl/2013/03/07/1218772110.DCSupplemental/st01.pdf


Grasp the past present and future of machine learning algorithms put in place 

In ML truth == consistency 

The future == past / close the future by repeating the past. 

https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/suppl/2013/03/07/1218772110.DCSupplemental/st01.pdf

https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/suppl/2013/03/07/1218772110.DCSupplemental/st01.pdf


Data is also the new polluter (new coal)


The growth of big data and the development of digital data infrastructures raise numerous questions about the nature of data 

How they are proceeded, organised analysed and employed and how best to make sense of them and the work they do 

Critical data studies endeavours to answer such questions 

(*ROB KITCHEN) 







These economies of action have now become the primary experimental zone for surveillance capitalism. 
The experiments conducted in this zone are not always visible to the public, but some have been hidden 
in plain sight. 


For example Facebook conducted “massive-scale contagion experiments,” the results of which were 
published in 2012 and 2013. In these efforts researchers determined that, number one, it is possible to 
use subliminal cues on Facebook pages to alter real-world behaviour and real-world emotion. And number 
two, it is possible to accomplish that in ways that are undetectable, bypassing human awareness. 


The people at Facebook appeared to be profoundly indifferent to the social contract that they violated 
with this work.


https://youtu.be/Qhp80UXTvaQ?t=1551
https://youtu.be/Qhp80UXTvaQ?t=1551
https://youtu.be/Qhp80UXTvaQ?t=1551


CAMBRIDGE ANALYTICA: Founders: Alexander Nix, Steve Bannon, Robert 
Mercer, Alexander Oakes, Nigel Oakes


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8Dd5aVXLCc


They sought to manipulate you by putting You 
in an echo chamber


Fear angst and humor 


Affective 


To act in response to triggers. 


Based on how they deviate most distinctly 


Authenticity means to deviate slightly from the 
norm 


Being silent is being in authentic 


Authenticity is training people to be slightly 
different. 


Authenticity elections 


It is really easy to authenticate a persons race, 
age and gender by their Facebook likes


And also psychological traits. 


“We exploited Facebook to harvest millions of 
people’s profiles. And built models to exploit 
what we knew about them and target their 
inner demons,” whistleblower Christopher 
Wylie, who worked closely with Kogan, said 
then. “That was the basis the entire company 
was built on.”





shoshana zuboff: “Magical Surveillance dividend”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QL4bz3QXWEo&t=1350s


Behavioural insights. Facebook AI HUB


Claiming our private human experience as a profitable material


Products that predict our behaviour, what we will do sooner or later. 


But they are not for us. 


They are not sold to us. 


Just to business customers that want to know before we do ourselves what we want and need. 


Privacy is not private, it is a collective action problem, a public problem. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/24/opinion/sunday/surveillance-capitalism.html





